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EWB: Central Houston Chapter Meeting 
 

April 2013 
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Agenda

7:00 – 7:05  Meet and Greet 
 
7:05 – 7:15  University Liaison Update and Needs – Rich Koenig 
 
7:15 – 7:25  South Africa Incubator – Travis Spiegelhauer 
 
7:25 – 7:35  Development Reading – Joe Sawa 
 
7:35 – 7:45  PVC Piping Basics – Ruth Alkons-Wolinsky 

7:45 – 7:50  Technology Team – Terry Applegate 
 
7:50 – 8:00  Upcoming Events and Miscellany – Terry Applegate 
 
8:00 – 8:30  Breakout Sessions 
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University Relations 

•  Rich Koenig 



South Africa Incubator 

 

• Jose Moreira 
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 EWB – Central Houston 
South Africa – Polokwane, Limpopo 

Update
4/10/2013



General Project Location – Polokwane, 
Limpopo



Bergnek Community



Existing Boreholes

• 6 Total
−  1 low-yield, electric pump, connected  to school water tank
−  1 high-yield, diesel pump replaced by My Arms Wide Open
−  1 privately-owned borehole, output unknown
−  1 salty, not used
−  1 drilled by municipality, not being used
−  1 moderate-yield, diesel pump has been stolen



Key Players

• Peace Corps Volunteer
• Rotary Club of Polokwane
• Polokwane Municipal Office
• Bergknek Community
• My Arms Wide Open



Challenges

• Municipal Office
• Expense of overall project (drilling, piping, 
electrification)

• Culture
• Theft
• Risk of becoming just a funding source
• Plane tickets
• It's Africa.



Encouraging Factors

• Rotary involvement
• Highly knowledgeable Rotary hydraulic engineer

• Municipal office moved fast when approached about water 
trucks for school

• Some municipal funding already available

• Municipal office seemed open and appreciative of our possible 
help

• Communication via e-mail/phone to Rotary, Municipal Office, 
even phone to community

• Community leadership seems well-organized

• Previous projects with My Arms Wide Open
• Municipal office would become responsible for operations & 

maintenance



Current Path Forward

• Have asked Municipal Office for:
− Maps of Bergnek (street layout, house lots, topography, 

etc.)
− Hydrogeological assessments
−  Information on all of the boreholes (depth, output)
− Current population, past population growth, and 

population projections

• EWB will discuss and let Susan/Peace Corps know 
of our plan

• If we decide we’re interested, they will work on the 
project application



Miscellaneous

• Pierre/Rotary Hydraulic Engineer mentioned an 
irrigation idea once water supply is established

• Also mentioned an aquifer recharging idea for 
nearby areas



Personal (Jose’s) Opinion/
Recommendation
• Project is feasible from an engineering standpoint
• Can be a good EWB project IF:

−  We can better understand what our engineering role would be and 
establish those expectations
•  Would want to leverage as much as possible Rotary expertise without shutting out EWB expertise
•  Would want to avoid as much as possible relying on Municipal Office
•  Would need to clearly define overall lines of responsibility

−  We can get comfortable that theft can be prevented

• Recommend a Q&A Skype session with Peace Corps 
Volunteer and Rotary Hydraulic Engineer to express our 
concerns/questions

• Afterwards decide if this is a project for EWB-CH or not
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Development Reading 

•  Joe Sawa 
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PVC Piping Basics 

•  Ruth Alkons-Wolinsky 



PVC Piping for 
EWB Projects

Ruth Alkons 
Wolinsky  

April 10, 2013



Plastic tubing is widely used for its light weight, 
chemical resistance, non-corrosive properties, and 
ease of making connections. 



1. polyvinyl chloride (PVC)	

2. chlorinated polyvinyl 

chloride (CPVC)	

3. fiber reinforced 

plastic (FRP)	

4. polypropylene (PP)	

5. polyethylene (PE)	


	




Factors in Choosing Pipe

• Internal Pressure
• External Pressure or Point Loads
• Corrosiveness (internal and external)
• Temperature (internal and external)
• Potable/non-potable nature
• Ease of construction
• Site considerations
• Cost



PVC

• Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is the third-most widely produced plastic 
after polyethylene and polypropylene. 

• Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is a cheap and durable vinyl polymer used in 
construction projects. It has light weight and high strength and is very 
popular in piping applications both above ground and underground. It is 
suitable for use in direct burial and trenchless installations because it is 
very strong.

• However, it must be carefully installed and bedded to ensure longitudinal 
cracking and overbelling does not occur.

• PVC pipes require longer bending radii than HDPE, but also considerably 
less material to achieve or meet desired strength levels. PVC pipes are stiff 
enough to permit their direct connection to mechanical valves, non-plastic 
fittings and various other water and wastewater appurtenances.



HDPE
• High density polyethylene 
(HDPE) is a polyethylene 
thermoplastic that is made 
from petroleum. 

• HDPE pipes are convenient to 
use in underground piping 
because they are found to 
dampen and absorb 
shock waves minimizing 
surges that can affect the 
system. They also have the 
best joint pressure resistance 
and are also 
more abrasion and heat 
resistant.

• To achieve the same pressure 
rating as PVC pipes, 
HDPE pipe walls must be 2.5 
times thicker than PVC pipes.



• CPVC has a higher heat resistance 
than PVC so is primarily used for 
hot water pipe and fittings, but it is 
more expensive. An extensive 
market for chlorinated PVC is in 
pipe for use in office building, 
apartment and condominium fire 
protection. 

CPVC



Installation of PVC Pipe

1. Prepare trench	

2. Basic Layout	


3. Measure straight pipe	

3b. Measure straight 

pipe	

4. Cut pipe	


5. Prepare pipe for 
joining	


6. Check fit (dry fit)	

7. Join	


8. Install	


	




Considerations in trench depth include 
loading, corrosion, water table depth, pipe 
tampering

Trench bottom to provide a uniform stable 
support for the pipe.

The soil surface at the bottom of the trench 
should be free of any irregularities that 
could cause point loads on the pipe or bell.

Where an unstable trench bottom condition 
occurs, a layer of bedding material should 
be placed between foundation and pipe.

Where rock subgrade or stones larger than 
1.5 inches are encountered, a minimum of 4 
inches of bedding should be placed under 
the pipe above the rock.

Trench and Bedding



Assemble layout

1. Draw schematic	

2. Assemble fittings	

3. Consider timing 

of installations/
material 

mobilization	

4. Measuring: 

Overlap between 
fitting and pipe is 

1”	


	




Cut Pipe

Square pipe ends fit snugly into the fittings, allowing plenty of 
contact area for the solvent cement to work. They also make a 
smoother interior surface for better water flow. A good cut can 
be made with just a handsaw and an improvised guide. 

For the best results, use a saw with fine teeth and a blade that's 3 
or 4 in. wide. A hacksaw is a poor choice because the narrow 
blade tends to wander easily. 




Prepare for joining

Sand off plastic burrs 
on the inside and 
outside edges of the 
pipe.

Make sure the joining 
surfaces are clean 
and dry.





Mark the pipe and fitting for precise 
orientation

Dry fit the pipe and fittings.  Make alignment marks on 
joints where orientation is critical, using a torpedo 
level if needed to align the fitting. Use these marks to 
align the fitting and pipe when you join them with 
solvent cement.



Apply Primer and Cement

Wipe primer around the 
pipe and into the fitting 
to prepare it for the 
solvent cement. Let it 
dry about 10 seconds.  

Then spread an even layer of solvent 
cement on the same surfaces. To keep 

excess solvent cement from being 
pushed into the piping, don't apply too 
much to the inside of the socket on the 
fitting.  Assembly should be completed 

within 20 seconds after the last 
application of cement. 





Join Pipe and Fittings
	


	
Align the fitting and pipe about a quarter turn from their 
final orientation. Then twist the fitting a quarter turn as 

you press it onto the pipe. Twisting the fitting helps 
spread the solvent cement evenly to ensure a solid joint. 

If you've made alignment marks, make sure they're 
aligned with each other. Hold the pipe and fitting 

together for about 15 seconds until the cement grabs. If 
you let go immediately, the pipe may push out of the 

fitting, resulting in a weak joint.	

	


After assembly, wipe excess cement from the pipe at 
the end of the socket. Any gaps in the cement bead 
around the pipe perimeter may indicate a defective 

assembly.	

	


Set Time — Handle the newly assembled joints carefully 
until after the set period as follows:	


60 to 100°F: 30 minutes	

40 to 60°F: 1 hour	

20 to 40°F: 2 hours	

0 to 20°F: 4 hours	




PVC exposed to sunlight 
will yellow over time.  
UV exposure reduces 
impact resistance of PVC 
pipe.  Pipe will be more 
brittle.

Paint with latex paint or 
bury/cover the pipe to 
eliminate UV exposure

PVC and UV Exposure
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Technology Team 

•  General Vision – be chapter technical experts 
•  Research to address common challenges 

•  communicating with the community 
•  economic hurdles in construction and maintenance 
•  sustaining equipment and infrastructure 
•  overcoming theft and vandalism 
•  enabling the resident tinkerers 

•  Technology assessment 
•  Carl Schwanke is Team Lead 
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Coming Events
 
April 12 (Fri)  JSC Stove Seminar 
 
April 29 (Mon)  Board Meeting (Face-to-face) 
 
May 8 (Wed)  Chapter Meeting 
 
No chapter meeting in June 
 
July 1 (Mon)  Board Meeting (conference call only) 
 
July 10 (Wed)  Chapter Meeting 
 
August 14 (Wed)  Social in lieu of August chapter meeting 
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Miscellany

q New website development continues 

q Working veto on internal QA/QM process for Program Initiation 

q New Membership Coordinator (Sophia Jehangir) 

q Thank You Cyndi Castro for serving as Communications Officer 

q Open Board Positions – Fundraising and Communications 

q First Global Innovations Forum was interesting 
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Breakout Sessions 

•  New Members 

•  Technology 

•  Incubators: Ethiopia, India, South Africa 
 
•  Other teams 
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Our Vision 
Our vision is a world in which the communities we serve have the capacity to 
sustainably meet their basic human needs, and that our members have enriched 
global perspectives through the innovative professional educational opportunities that 
the EWB-USA program provides. 
 
 
Our Mission 
EWB-USA supports community-driven development programs worldwide by 
collaborating with local partners to design and implement sustainable engineering 
projects, while creating transformative experiences and responsible leaders. 


